Taking Print Manufacturing to New Heights

The Lift Approach
At Lift, we are focused on your modern print business. The team at LiftERP works hard
to develop the features you need to organize and streamline your business process.
We have one overriding goal at Lift; create a workflow management system flexible
enough to meet your needs, so you don’t have to force your process to conform to the
software.

Cloud Based System
Reduce IT infrastructure and
costs while letting Lift manage your technology securely,
allowing you to view your
information from anywhere, at
any time.

Paperless Workflow
No more paper job tickets covered
with notes, leaving you vulnerable
for losses and delays. Lift uses
screens and devices so every
participant gets the information
they need.

Real Time Visibility
From order creation to shipment, keep your customers and
yourself in the loop with real time
reporting and push notifications.

The Lift Advantage
Lift ERP’s software system provides a single integrated platform to run every
aspect of your print business. The process is automated and streamlined, from
taking a customer’s order online, into preflight and manufacturing, and all the
way though to customer delivery.

“LiftERP doesn’t skimp on production workflow features.
LiftERP seems to be the first system that was design ‘back to
front’ instead of ‘front to back’. LiftERP’s ability to import Excel
spreadsheets, map data to fields, and generate large orders
(including multi-location distributions) is going to be a game
changer for us.“

Jason Mittelbusher
Infinity Images

“What sold us on LiftERP was the simplicity from a user perspective, how incredibly intuitive it is. We haven’t found another system
that can even come close. The team at LiftERP have worked in the
print industry and are incredible at understanding our individual
business needs.”

Chris Pereira
C17

Configurable

Built by printers

Configured to fit your business
from the start.

We understand the unique
needs of your printing business.

No user license fees

Packing and Shipping

Easily route work to printing
presses and floor shop stations.

Smart packaging and shipping
engine uses rules to specify how
jobs are packed and shipped.

Reporting
Capture accurate shop floor
data and view every step of your
business process with custom
reporting.

Intuitive and Streamlined
Simplify and refine information,
which increases your profits
with less time and errors.

Boost Your Bottom Line with LiftERP
www.LiftERP.com

585-486-0340

info@lifterp.com

